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What are GPs doing to build stronger  
investor relationships? 
GPs today have to respond faster to investment opportunities, meet  
expanding investor and regulatory demands, and cater to growing  
internal and external expectations for visibility and access to data.

To understand what GPs are doing to address these challenges and build 
stronger investor relationships, we surveyed 97 executives representing  
a cross-section of U.S. firms in May 2022. 

We uncovered four key insights from our findings. Read on to  
learn more.

GPs agree transparency is the key to more successful  
investment partnerships.1.

Integrated, purpose-built technology provides  
GPs with a competitive advantage.2.

GPs cite vendor selection as the #1 driver for  
technology success.3.

High-performing GPs share more performance  
insights and trends data with investors, leverage  
technology to streamline and scale communications, 
and use third-party administrators.

4.
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Transparency is key to successful  
investment partnerships
Investors today have more options than ever before and have come to 
expect detailed, frequently updated information on their portfolio and 
prospective investments.

1
KEY INSIGHT
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GPs agree transparency is key  
to success 

When asked which factors are critical to successful investment  
partnerships, transparency and visibility into partnership information 
topped the list. This was closely followed by other factors that support 
transparent investment partnerships. 

Transparency and visibility 
into partnership information

92%

Security of data and systems

88%

Accurate and timely delivery  
of partnership notices  

and statements

84%

Having a holistic record  
of (and view into)  

investors’ information

82%

Which factors are critical to successful  
investment partnerships? GPs say:
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GPs are using investor portals to  
provide greater transparency
Most GPs provide an investor portal today. Many of those who don’t yet 
are actively planning to offer one soon.

What do GPs offer through their investor portal?

Of GPs have an  
investor portal

69%
Of GPs without an investor 

portal plan to offer one soon

44%

Ability to enter  
subscription details 
in the portal

87%

Access to review  
data rooms

81%

Ability to e-sign 
subscriptions/LLP 
documents

73%
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Integrated technology provides a  
competitive edge
With increasing investor demands and rapidly changing market  
conditions, GPs today are using technology to help them build  
strong investor relationships and gain a competitive advantage.

2
KEY INSIGHT
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Most GPs are now using a  
CRM system to manage  
investor relationships

We work with thousands 
of institutional investors 
and need to not only keep 
up with and track our 
day-to-day interactions 
with them, but under-
stand what trends are 
emerging. With  
Juniper Square’s CRM, 
we’re able to look across 
our customer base to 
gather insightful data  
to improve our capital- 
raising process.

Strong relationship management has always been a cornerstone to  
building successful private market investment partnerships. In recent 
years, the industry has shifted toward an increased adoption of  
technology to better manage investor relations. 

Today, a majority of GPs now use a CRM system to keep track of  
investor profiles and interactions.

Main takeaway

What can a CRM system do for you?

An investment-focused Customer Relationship Management (CRM) platform helps GPs 
strengthen relationships with their LPs. 

CRM systems that are purpose-built for private partnerships enable GPs to better target 
investors, streamline partner communication, and improve internal collaboration.

Jerry Cain 

Managing Director 

Slate Asset Management 

“

Of GPs use a 
CRM system

58%
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GPs increasingly rely on an  
integrated portal and CRM
Most (71%) GPs have integrated their CRM system and investor portal 
resulting in the ability to provide greater transparency with ease.

Measurable outcomes:

More repeat 
investors

more likely to attract 
repeat investors68%

More referrals
increase to new  
investors from referrals2x
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Vendor selection is critical for  
technology success
Technology adoption is increasing, but the participants in our study  
reported their success with different vendors varied considerably.

3
KEY INSIGHT
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GPs cite vendor selection as the #1  
driver for technology success
While most GPs are using technology to build stronger investor  
relationships, many have experienced software deployments in  
the past that failed to meet expectations. 

The most common reason software deployments failed to meet  
expectations? Capabilities were overpromised and underdelivered  
by some vendors.

Main takeaway

Checking references and customer reviews when shopping for a  
solution are critical steps in the vendor selection process.

Top reasons for unsuccessful software deployment

and

75%Vendor software capabilities were overpromised/underdelivered#1
Vendor did not provide adequate support 48%#2
Poor selection process 28%#3
Lack of internal buy-in 28%
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High-performing GPs share data 
more freely and outsource  
administration functions
Our research looked at how GPs are building strong investor relationships 
overall, but we wanted to understand what the highest-performing GPs 
were doing differently.

We found that high-performers share more data insights, such as  
performance trends, and are more likely to outsource administration. 4

KEY INSIGHT
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High-performing GPs offer even  
more transparency 
While our survey covered investment firms of all sizes, analysis revealed 
some common patterns among “Growth Multipliers”—sponsors with high 
AUM growth (>20% YoY), high rates of repeat investors (>90%) and high 
rates of new investors coming from referrals (>90%). 

Main takeaway

Research signals that the industry is moving towards digitally-enabled 
transparency. GPs embracing this trend today are seeing a measurable 
competitive advantage over late adopters. 

37% More likely to share asset details through an  
interactive portal

63% More likely to share performance trends (IRR, 
yield, etc) through an interactive portal

35% More likely to use a CRM to keep track of their  
investor relationships 

30% More likely to offer e-signature capabilities 
for subscriptions through an interactive portal

Common patterns among “Growth Multipliers”
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High-performing GPs use technology 
and partners to update LPs
84% of GPs believe that accurate and timely delivery of partnership  
notices and statements are critical to building successful investment 
partnerships. “Growth Multipliers” leverage technology and trusted  
partners to achieve efficiencies and scale in the process. 

More likely to use software  
to automatically generate 
statements and notices

More likely to use a third- 
party administrator instead  
of managing this in-house

2x

3x

“Growth Multipliers” are:
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Industry perspectives

Juniper Square helps us provide an 
experience of the quality that investors 
expect from us. Collaboration is made 
smoother due to everything being on  
a single, web-based platform that  
everyone can access at the same time.

We have separate development  
and investment teams, but there are  
overlapping investors on both the  
investment and development sides  
of our business. Our leadership  
team didn’t want to have our largest 
investors confused or be forced to  
go different places to get documents.  
It was important to us that our  
investors have a holistic view of  
their investments on one platform.

We get calls and emails from investors 
that say the investor portal is amazing 
and exactly what they were looking  
for. They tell us it’s leaps and bounds 
ahead of what we did before in terms of 
reporting and access to information.

The data room and CRM provides  
us with the ability to know when a  
deal was opened, who opened it,  
and how many times they viewed it.  
If somebody has opened a deal two  
or three times and they haven’t  
committed, it’s easy to follow up  
with them. We tell our investors,  
you can commit in Juniper Square,  
you can sign in Juniper Square, you  
get your executed documents in  
Juniper Square, you get your  
capital call on Juniper Square,  
it’s all in one place.

Joseph Doran 

Chief Financial Officer 

Tishman Speyer

Rachael Brittingham 

Managing Director  

Greystar

Amer Malas 

Principal 

IRA Capital

Chris Powers 

Chairman 

Fort Capital

“

“

“

“
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About Juniper Square

Juniper Square is the leader in partnership 
enablement for the private funds industry, 
offering a universal system for GPs and  
their LPs to seamlessly connect and  
communicate across every stage of their 
partnerships. Juniper Square empowers  
investment managers to accelerate  
fundraising, scale operations efficiently,  
and improve investor satisfaction.

Learn how  
Juniper Square  
can help your  
firm build  
stronger investor 
relationships.
Request a call at:
junipersquare.com/benchmarks

1,700+
GPs

30,000+
Investor accounts

24,000+
Investments managed

99%
Portal retention rate


